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December 14, 2015 

The Macro-Micro Divide 

The Gap 
“Making macro mountains out of actual molehills” was a phrase we used recently to describe a current 

investment phenomenon we’ve observed.  

The phenomenon consists of: A) all types of macro-oriented investors pointing to impending trouble for 

equities and using stock market declines as evidence that they’re right; while B) many stock-pickers, who 

look up close and selectively at individual equities, are seeing healthy enterprises and regard stock market 

declines as welcome opportunities to buy in at good prices. 

We referred to these macro trouble-ahead versus micro opportunity-at-hand mindsets as the macro-micro 

gap. And we pointed out that macro worriers on one side of the gap were creating—probably 

inadvertently—macro mountains out of actual macro molehills. And, in doing so, they and others were 

ignoring good things happening on the other side of the gap where stock- and other security-picking 

happens. 

On the macro side of the gap are many worries, among them: 

 Corporate earnings being at risk 

 Equity valuations being too high 

 Junk bonds imploding and spreading contagion 

 US rate rises bringing possible imminent danger 

 Commodities freefalling 

 China teetering 

 Emerging markets in sickbay 

When macro worries take center-stage—see the charts below—the stock market experiences precipitous 

declines as it did from November 2–13 (when it fell at a 7% monthly rate) and this month between Dec 2 

and mid-day Dec 14 (when it fell at about a 10% monthly rate).  

Fig 1. Selected Periods When the S&P 500 “Caught a Macro Cold” 

Nov. 2–13, 2015 Dec. 2–14, 2015 

  

Source(s): Bloomberg, Unio Analytics 
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On the stock-picking side of the gap is a more favorable view of equities—all the more favorable when 

equities decline and become better values. That favorable view translates into three basic points: 

1. Around the world, many companies are still in good health and strengthening their business 

positions. To be sure, energy and commodities are a stressed-out space though there are even 

signs among selected, larger energy companies that stabilization is taking place in their operations. 

2. Overall stock market valuations are close to their 15-year averages and therefore not unreasonable. 

They are nowhere near such major danger zones as the 30x PE regime of the S&P 500 during the 

height of the dot-com era in June 1999. 

3. Most importantly, if one’s mandate allows one to buy individual securities in a highly selective way, 

there are available a growing number of individual securities of high quality, ranging from good to 

great values, with good to great investment appreciation potential.  

We are very sensitive to this macro-micro gap because we work on both sides of it.  

Over the past 3 ½ decades, we’ve developed great respect for the importance of macro evaluations and 

have made some important ones ourselves (in recent years, for example, anticipating the commodity bust 

and China’s slowdown).  

At the same time our experience as deep-dive stock-pickers over the same 3 ½ decades—not to mention 

our historical study of markets going back three centuries—tells us that, while there are times when macro 

knowledge gives you the edge in markets, there are other times when micro—i.e. individual security-

picking—knowledge gives you the biggest edge.  

Both macro and micro factors are always at work. But our experience teaches that it pays to know which to 

give emphasis to, and when.  

With that principle in mind, in the equity markets we are currently in, we think way too much (almost 

uniformly negative) emphasis is being given to macro worries and way too little emphasis to stock-selection 

opportunities. 

Exaggerated Macro-Worry. Under-Estimated Micro-Opportunity. 
It’s not that macro-oriented investors—risk-parity hedges funds, currency funds, all manner of ETF-traders 

and investors—are wrong to cite problems out there. It’s that we believe they’re unwittingly exaggerating 

them, at least for the historical investment moment we are living through right now. For example: 

 Are corporate earnings as slow and vulnerable as the macro-worriers say? Yes, S&P earnings will 

be down—about minus 1.4% in 2015. But that’s a remarkably good result considering the S&P 

absorbed minus 58% and minus 6% earnings declines from the energy and materials sectors and 8 

out of its 10 its sectors produced up earnings growth. Furthermore, all this slowdown is even less 

worrisome if S&P earnings are up 5–8% in 2016 as many, including ourselves, expect. The table 

below sets out the numbers. 
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S&P 500 Historical/Current/Future Earnings Growth Rates by Sector 

 2Q2014 3Q2014 4Q2014 1Q2015 2Q2015 3Q2015 4Q2015 1Q2016 

Consumer Discretionary 10.61% 8.33% 12.98% 8.49% 10.45% 16.35% 8.04% 17.14% 

Consumer Staples 7.61% 6.03% 0.81% 4.26% 1.70% -1.62% -3.68% 2.70% 

Energy 16.60% 11.77% -21.95% -54.57% -55.76% -58.62% -65.75% -35.00% 

Financials -0.49% 3.46% 4.19% 18.33% 9.64% 1.22% 3.31% 3.07% 

Healthcare 16.95% 16.16% 24.19% 21.42% 14.71% 15.01% 5.83% 5.52% 

Industrials 13.25% 12.67% 12.26% 8.74% 0.11% 5.41% 0.91% 0.56% 

Information Technology 10.86% 8.04% 17.33% 9.07% 6.15% 5.08% -4.43% 3.85% 

Materials 15.80% 20.28% 1.30% -0.69% 7.76% -14.56% -20.67% 6.23% 

Telecom 30.32% 8.46% 8.65% 2.13% 11.84% 14.60% 18.29% 5.84% 

Utilities 3.51% 3.76% 0.01% 0.39% 4.45% 1.63% -0.07% 1.36% 

S&P 500 10.43% 9.18% 7.76% 3.22% 0.14% -1.43% -4.36% 2.53% 
 

Source(s): S&P Capital IQ, Unio Analytics 

 

 Are equity valuations so high they put equity prices at serious risk? As we write, the S&P 500’s 

forward PE is 16.40x—just 2.5% above its 15-year average forward PE of 15.98x. That’s not bargain-

basement, but it’s OK and glosses over the investable number of quality securities that are good 

values. 

 Are junk bonds imploding and spreading contagion the way sub-prime did in 2007–08? There’s 

no question high-yield investing in recent years has taken on too much risk in reaching for return 

and will undoubtedly face a shake-out especially among smaller energy, materials, and basic 

industrial companies. Look at the chart below: 

Distress Ratio (Jan. 1996–Nov. 2015) 

 

Source(s): Bank of America Merril Lynch 
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But the junk-bond market is big (>$1.4 trillion); varied (across all industry groups); and its biggest 

representatives (about 70–75%) are in relatively stable industries such as media, 

telecommunications and technology. Unlike 2007–8 when there was one large but very narrow toxic 

debt sector—sub-prime housing loans—embedded in highly illiquid collateralized debt obligation 

packages (e.g. CDOs, CDO-squareds) sitting mostly on bank balance sheets around the world where 

they could not be sold and thereby eviscerated bank capital, today toxic junk bonds are a relatively 

small part of a diversified range of high-yield securities; are held both at banks but also in 

investment portfolios of ETFs, hedge funds and mutual funds; and where they have gone bad, these 

bonds are relatively easy to restructure. Were they to cause damage, they would hurt a discrete set 

of investors but not imperil the financial system. And finally, it is also significant that some of the 

smartest investors in the field are looking to buy junk bonds, or distressed debt, providing a market 

to liquefy sellers at some sort of clearing price. 

 Are US rate rises bringing on danger as many macro investors suggest? It is hard to make a case 

that the most anticipated 0.25% move in the history of the Fed will rock many boats and even 

harder to be worried that probably the most dovish, and systemically sensitive Fed in history, will 

keep raising rates in anything but a positive-economic outlook scenario. We ourselves are worried 

that wage or general inflation—should they occur—would force the Fed’s interest-raising hand, but 

it’s far from a greater-than-50% bet that wage and general inflation will occur in the coming year. 

 Are commodities free-falling? Yes, the macro-worriers are right but what else is new? Furthermore, 

short memories seem to forget that the last time we had a bear market in energy and commodities 

(beginning in 1980 and lasting for 20 years through the 1990s) there was a bull market in equities, 

and certainly no negative correlation between low commodities and equities. 

 Is China teetering? Yes and no. We have been forecasting for several years that China’s growth 

would slow, that it’s transition from capital- to consumer-goods economy would be rough going, 

and that it’s over-indebtedness would be a growing risk; but whatever the eventual impact of China 

on the global economy, right now the authorities are consciously working to get the transition 

under control with some signs of success. China may fail to manage the transition and hit the global 

economy. But it also may succeed in elongating its stresses to make them more manageable. It is 

simply too early to make big bets in either direction. 

 Emerging markets are sick? Yes, some (notably Brazil and the other commodity-producing 

countries) are in bad shape.  And, yes, we have publicized our own worries for some time that the 

foreign-currency-denominated corporate debt of many emerging-market countries might rock 

some developed market creditors in the US, Europe and Japan. But while these worries are real it’s 

possible that the problem will be managed with continued global growth and certainly too early to 

pull the plug on world economic growth or the global financial system because of it. 

Macro-oriented investors have other worries such as the “technicals” and “internals” of the market and, of 

course, the ever-presence of political risk.  In each case our analysis tells us the negativism is exaggerated. 

But, in our view, the real problem with many macro viewpoints these days is that the only information 

they’re looking at is… macro issues. And since macro issues are filled with lots of macro problems, it’s no 

surprise that macro investors have a negative skew to their investment positioning.  
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It’s as if you judged the health of your world by just looking at the stream of negative TV news and not by 

going to the doctor to check on the positive news of your personal health. If we could take macro investors 

to look at the “personal” health of the individual companies we look at, perhaps they would see things more 

positively.  

But that’s not what macro investors do and that’s why, in our opinion, they are prone to exaggerating the 

problems of the investment landscape. Because their views are conveyed in the media every day, that’s also 

why so many non-professionals get influenced by the negative cast of mind they are thereby constantly 

exposed to. 

A Shift in Emphasis? 
Which brings us to our final observation. 

What if, after years of obsessing over big macro dangers (the financial crisis of 2008, the European 

government bond meltdown of 2011-12) as well as years of being aided by our central-banking macro-

nannies, many are a bit at sea?  

What if we’re leaving an era where macro matters mattered most and entering an era where micro matters—

e.g. highly selective and focused stock-picking—matter most?  

What if the skills of the macro-oriented investor will simply not be that valuable for a while?  

We’re not suggesting micro—stock-and other security-picking—investing will supplant macro investing. 

Both macro and micro investing will always have their place. And macro issues will always pop up after a 

period of dormancy and dominate the scene.  

All we’re asking is whether now is a time when macro knowledge of financial affairs is not as valuable on 

the margin as micro knowledge of companies and securities. Our answer to that is “we don’t think it is.” 

Our sense is that, while macro issues are always waiting in the background to re-emerge, micro, security-

picking knowledge, will be the place now where more investment value delivery resides.  

But exploiting the micro advantage requires two things: knowing where powerful investment opportunities 

lie and investing in them; and having the conviction and fortitude to stay with one’s investments through 

brief and violent negative macro squalls.  
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